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Harmony in Chamber Music 
An Arizona State University and Harmony Project Phoenix collaboration 
Featuring special members of Ed & Verma Pastor School Band led by A/die Lopez 
Katzin Concert Hall I October 5, 2019 I 7 :30 pm 
Pascal's Triangle 
Changing Roads 
One-Two Punch 
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Program 
Percussion: 
Kemi Chen 
Austin Vigesaa 
Abraham Arteaga 
Adams Kronenberg 
Madison Rossi 
Jose Ortega 
Adan Tirado 
Fabian Figueroa 
Jaider Arteaga. conductor 
Diana Aleman Romero- Violin 1 
Genesis Clara - Violin la 
Noelle Sakauye - Violin II 
Natalia Gutierrez - Violin Ila 
Marisa Ferreira - Viola I 
Jordan Williams-Hughes - Viola Ia 
Ashley Stull - Cello I 
Ashley De Lao Renison - Cello la 
Noelle Sakauye - Violin 1 
Sergio Gutierrez - Violin Ia 
Diana Aleman Romero - Violin II 
Marisa Ferreira - Viola I 
Clarice Johnson - Viola la 
Ashley Stull - Cello I 
Gerardo Cepeda - Cello la 
Zachary Bush - Double Bass I 
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Devin Arne (2019) 
Tanner Bayles (2019) 
William Clay (2019) 
L_ 
Cozy Rainy Morning 
On the River 
Imagist Unenclosed 
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Diana Aleman Romero - Violin I 
Omarali Fuertebances - Violin Ia 
Joshua Morales - Violin Ia 
Ashley Stull - Cello I 
Christina Ayala - Cello Ia 
Kendall Rossi - Cello Ia 
Miao Liu- Flute 
Yuritza Esquivel - Flute Ia 
Kristi Hanno - Clarinet I 
Rittika Gambhir - Bassoon I 
Miao Liu - Flute 
Tiana Gutierrez - Flute Ia 
Kristi Hanno - Clarinet I 
Lillian Ledner - Clarinet la 
Honor Barrett - Oboe I 
Alison Hahn-Lowry - Oboe la 
Jasleen Parra - Flute Ia 
Alison Hahn-Lowry - Oboe la 
Arianna Sandoval- Clarinet la 
Arely Meza - Bass Clarinet Ia 
Spencer Brand - Trumpet I 
Keith Elliott - Trumpet la 
Paul Reid - Trumpet II 
Daghe Davilla - Trumpet Ila 
Rebecca Buringrud - Trombone I 
Loudes Ochoa - Trombone la 
Nate Bitter - Trombone II 
Alexis Ochoa - Trombone Ila 
Kemi Chen - Percussion 
Austin Vigesaa - Percussion 
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Eric Romani (2019) 
Stephen Mitton (2019) 
Ashlee Busch (2019) 
Fanfare Lukas 
Go With the Flow 
Spencer Brand - Trumpet I 
Keith Elliott - Trumpet Ia 
Paul Reid - Trumpet II 
Daghe Davilla - Trumpet Ila 
Rebecca Buringrud - Trombone I 
Loudes Ochoa - Trombone Ia 
Nate Bitter - Trombone II 
Alexis Ochoa - Trombone Ila 
Spencer Brand (2019) 
Siara Habtewolde Lauro (2019) 
Harmony Project and Arizona State University Combined Ensemble 
School of Music 
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